The following key resources and tips will help you find books, articles & information to write your paper on the Sontag article. They will continue to be useful throughout your time at Columbia. All resources may be found at:


### Background Information & Reference

**Librarians Internet Index**

[http://www.lii.org](http://www.lii.org)

A searchable database of high-quality web sites.

**Oxford Reference Online**

[http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio3311290](http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio3311290)

A variety of dictionaries & handbooks in many fields.

**Book Review Digest**

[http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AKU3220](http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AKU3220)

**Biography Resource Center**

[http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AQX5846](http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AQX5846)

Living & dead people.

**Grove Art**

[http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?APA2709](http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?APA2709)

Art, artists, photography, photographers, etc.

**Encyclopedia of Twentieth-Century Photography**

Avery Reference NH15 En19

Photography, photographers, etc.

### Books

**CLIO, Columbia’s catalog**

[http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AMS3996](http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?AMS3996)

Books (& more) in all CU Libraries - by author, title or subject.
Articles

crossSearch for articles & books
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?clio5553625
Quick search of two key resources & CLIO

ProQuest
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ANH8357
Lay and scholarly magazines, newspapers, journals, 1970 - present.
Many full-text. Can limit search results to “peer reviewed”.

Art Full Text
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ARC8549
Journals, 1984 - present.
Can limit search results to “peer reviewed”

GenderWatch
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ATH2029
Lay and scholarly magazines, newspapers, journals & more, 1970 - present.
Can limit search results to “peer reviewed”.

PAIS
http://www.columbia.edu/cgi-bin/cul/resolve?ANH8725
Covers public affairs & international relations.
Scholarly journals, dissertations & book chapters, 1915 - present.
Links to full-text. Can limit search results to “peer reviewed”.

Ask Us!

…for ideas about where to look next
…for searching tips
…for help navigating the libraries
…any question!

Circle the words you’d search in CLIO:

1. Where Have All The Women Gone? The Pre-Twentieth Century Sexual Division of Labor in Armies

2. The Rise of Urbanization: From Early Farmers to Urban Society in the Ancient Near East (San Francisco: Freeman, 1918), 234-36

3. Desperate Housewives and the Postmodern War